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How can smart technology open up new design opportunities – for the design, the
execution, and the operation of buildings and for the digitalization of construction?
A hitherto unusual conception of the building as a cybernetic architectural system
forms the basis of this integrated design approach. The authors – architects and
engineers with extensive design experience – contribute an overview of current
technical components of automation and communication systems, as well as a
summary of relevant laws, standards, and guidelines.
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Six example projects demonstrate completed applications at different scales, from a
single-family residence to office buildings, and through to the Elbphilharmonie concert
hall – amply illustrated in text, drawings, and photos.

Systematic design concept for smart building technology
Illustrates the breadth of digital applications and the required cooperation between
trades
Overview of the most popular system solutions
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Dimensions define space
Bert Bielefeld
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Areas, Distances, Dimensions
164 pages | 250 Figures (bw)

The design of a building is a complex process in which the architect develops spaces
which are defined by a number of different parameters. The most important of these are
space requirements, distances, furniture and fittings, and movement zones. From the
dimensions of the human body it is possible to derive guide values for these reference
sizes that make spaces comfortable to be in and to use.
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Spaces in Architecture is a useful reference work for students and designers for quickly
looking up detailed information on space scenarios that occur in many different types of
buildings. For example, the book lists all important dimensions for entrance areas,
doors, staircases, ramps, and elevators. On the basis of this fundamental information it
is possible to design buildings in terms of function and type.
Bert Bielefeld, Professor at the University of Siegen, managing partner of
bielefeld&partner in Dortmund, Germany.
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The great architect in his century
Kurt W. Forster

Schinkel
A Meander through his Life and Work
Approx. 400 pages | 150 Figures (bw) | 100 Figures (c)

The 19 th -century German architect and artist, Karl Friedrich Schinkel, was among the
great personalities in the world of architecture. Classicism and Romanticism moved
towards Modern Architecture in his buildings; his Collection of Architectural Designs led
the way to our contemporary understanding of the work of the architect; and as a state
master building he shaped the architectural culture of his time.
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A universal scholar and versatile artist, Schinkel led an intensive, if not boundless
exchange with the society and the developments of the 19 th century. The (equally)
ingenious portrayal by one of the most renowned art and architectural historians of our
time displays in richly illustrated thematic chapters the dialogue between Schinkel as a
person, his oeuvre and his cultural world.
Kurt W. Forster , Emeritus Visiting Professor at the Yale School of Architecture art and
architecture historian.

Kurt Forster’s long-awaited book
A unique view of Karl Friedrich Schinkel
Life, work, period
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On the occasion of the 40th anniversary of the worldwide leading architectural practice
Herzog & de Meuron, we are publishing the first three volumes of the Complete Works as
an accessible paperback edition. The reprints, in original format, comprehensively
present all buildings and designs from its beginnings in 1978 up to the year 1996. The
development of the practice over the first two decades can be tracked in fascinating
documents of the time: from the completion of local projects like the Blue House and
Ricola Storage Building to world-famous icons such as the Tate Modern and the
Dominus Winery.
Gerhard Mack is editor for art, architecture, and design for Neue Zürcher Zeitung and
NZZ am Sonntag

Special issues of the first three volumes of the Complete Works
All projects from 1978 to 1996
Available as single volumes and as an attractive set
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Modern garden design – newly discovered
Hansjörg Gadient, Sophie von Schwerin, Simon Orga

Leberecht Migge
Die originalen Gartenpläne The original
landscape designs
272 pages | 370 Figures (c)

"Gardens for everyman!" was the central credo of Leberecht Migge (1881–1935), one of
the most influential landscape architects of the twentieth century. His estate was
thought to be lost until the discovery of more than 300 original plans and drawings in
the Archives of Swiss Landscape Architecture. This book presents numerous projects,
many previously unknown, ranging from large-scale plans for housing settlements to
detailed designs for luxurious private gardens. Introductions to the historical period and
to Migge’s ideas put the plans in context. Indices of persons, places and plant names
complement the text and illustrations. Two plans, reprinted at original size, accompany
this volume.
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Professor Hansjörg Gadient, Rapperswil University of Applied Sciences, Director of the
Archive of Swiss Landscape Architecture

Publication of a spectacular discovery
Outstanding presentation of original plans
A volume for scholars and amateurs
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The indispensable method handbook
Dietmar Eberle, Florian Aicher (Eds.)

9 x 9 – A Method of Design
From City to House Continued
544 pages | 875 Figures (c)

An ideal design is site-specific, which is the only way architecture can create or connect
with a specific sense of identity. This requires addressing the structural and local
circumstances. This method handbook offers a playful way in which to systematically
ascertain a complex framework and use it for your own design.
The "9 x 9 method" takes all relevant factors and their alternate interaction into
consideration: location, structure, shell, program, and materiality, all which, in a matrix
with various intersections, produce exactly 9 "fields of action" for the design. The
individual "fields" are not only illustrated visually with meaningful and eidetic pictures,
but are also discussed in texts by leading specialists. For this book, the "9 x 9 method"
was completely re-worked and redesigned.
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Authors: Florian Aicher, Jia Beisi, Adam Caruso, Dietmar Eberle, Franziska Hauser,
Vittorio Magnago Lampugnani, Michele Lanza, Arno Lederer, Silvain Malfroy, Adrian
Meyer, Marcello Nasso, Fritz Neumeyer, András Pálffy, Miroslav Šik, Laurent Stalder,
Eberhard Tröger.
Dietmar Eberle, Professor of Architectural Design, ETH Zurich

A seemingly light-hearted method handbook for ascertaining complex conditions for
the design
Used as a textbook at ETH Zurich
With contributions by Dietmar Eberle, Marcello Nasso, Vittorio Magnago
Lampugnani, Adam Caruso, Miroslav Šik, and more
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